Special Bulletin
February 2018

The 11th EUROGYM will be held in Liège, Belgium
From 15th to 19th July 2018

Hlíf Thorgeirsdóttir
President of the TC -GFA- UEG

Dear gymnastics friends,
Gymnastics festival is a combination of joy. The joy of doing gymnastics, the joy of meeting
and laughing with new friends, the joy of learning, playing and traveling.
You can experience all of this in Liege if you join us for the 11th edition of EUROGYM and the
1st edition of the European Gym for Life Challenge (EGFL).
Liege is in the heart of Europe; the historical and beautiful city of Belgium offers the best
conditions to welcome the European youth for a two unforgettable gymnastics events.
We have now well over 4.000 gymnasts from all over Europe pre-registered for EUROGYM and
almost 1.000 gymnasts for EGFL.
The TC-GFA-UEG is certain that all our gymnast’s friends, taking part in EUROGYM and/or EGFL
will live an unforgettable week of sports, with lots of fun and will enjoy the hospitality of the
Belgian people. We can tell you that the Belgian LOC is preparing an unforgettable Gymnastics week!
We look forward to seeing you all.
Hlíf Thorgeirsdóttir
President of the TC -GFA- UEG
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Dear gymnastics friends,
2018 is finally here, and the start of the new year also brings an exciting event : the 11th
EUROGYM.
The Local Organizing Committee, the UEG TC GfA, the City and Province of Liège work
tirelessly to ensure that this edition of the EUROGYM will stay in your memories for ever.
In this special bulletin, you’ll find all the informations regarding:
* your definitive registration and the necessary information to complete it;
* additional services we offer and their costs;
* more information about the location of the City Performances and extra informations
about the available equipment and the space on each scene;
* the detailed list of workshops and forums that will be offered next summer;
* the excursions ;
* the menu ;
* the definitive programme of the event;
* the next deadlines.
With these extra informations, you’ll have all the tools to complete your definitive registration and prepare your trip to Belgium in the best way possible.
The LOC is of course at your disposal should you have any question. Please, just send us
an email to info@eurogym2018.com !
The Local Organizing Committee
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REGISTRATIONS
The deadline for the definitive registrations is 28th of February. The LOC will need as much
information as possible to ensure a maximum level of security during the event and for your
stay to be as good as possible.
Here are the informations we need:
* Name of the group
* Name and contact information of the person in charge of the group
* Name and contact information of the head of delegation
* Name and surname of each participant (gymnasts, coaches, delegation member)
* Date of birth
* Gender
* National Registration number
* ID/passport number
* Food allergy
* Name of the insurance company
* Number of the Federation’s insurance policy
* If you have repatriation assistance
* You will have to choose 6 workshops from the list in the bulletin. Please, tell us the name and
number associated to the workshops you’d like to attend.
* The code of the excursion you would like to attend
* The discipline(s) that will be presented during your city performance
* The extra equipment you will need
* In order to establish the distribution of groups in each school, we also ask you to specify if
this distribution can be mixed or if a separation between girls and boys is required
* A copy of the ID of each participant.
The National Federation must also confirm the dates of departure and arrival, as well as the
means of transport used to arrive in Liège / leave Liège.
As with provisional registrations, an invoice will then be sent to the federation showing the
90% of the remaining balance as well as any additional services.
This invoice must be paid by 13 April 2018 at the latest.
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ADDITIONAL SERVICES & COSTS
Your participation card entitles you to various services, such as local transport, meals and accommodation, depending on your day of arrival and departure and whether you are participating in EUROGYM alone or EUROGYM AND the EGFL. Some additional services may be organized, subject to financial compensation.

EUROGYM
In the table below, you will find in black the services to which you are entitled with your participation card to the EUROGYM. In green are additional services that you can request. The second
table shows the detailed prices for each additional service.

Additional services cost:

Please note that no local transportation will be organized on Thursday 12, Friday 13 and
Friday 20 July.
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EUROGYM + EGFL
In the table below, you will find in black the services to which you are entitled with your participation card to the EUROGYM and the EGFL. In green are additional services that you can
request. The second table shows the detailed prices for each additional service.

Additional services cost:

Please note that no local transportation will be organized on Thursday 12, Friday 13 and
Friday 20 July.
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BEDDING
The various delegations will be staying in schools spread over the territory of the city of Liège.
We know that sleeping equipment can become cumbersome. That’s why we offer you the opportunity to buy the material directly from the organization.
In the table below, you will find the description of the products as well as their price, and the
modalities of reservation.

If you wish to order material for your delegation, send us your requests by March 30, 2018 at
the latest.
An invoice will be sent directly to the National Federation and must be paid by April 30, 2018.
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PARADES & CEREMONIES
PARADES & OPENING CEREMONY
The parades and opening ceremony will take place on 15th of July and will mark the official
beginning of the 11th EUROGYM.
As such, the parade will start from 3 different gathering points in the city, followed by an opening ceremony.
The parades and the opening ceremony will be held early. This is a will on the part of the organization and the institutions of the City, for safety reasons, regarding the possible gatherings
which will take place for the Football World Cup final, which will start at 17:00 that day.
We therefore ask the national federations to take this timing into consideration when they
arrive in Liège. Lunch will be provided on sites of the 3 starting points of the parade.
We have defined the timing of the day as follow:
* 12:00 gathering of the groups at the different starting points of the parades
* 13:00: departure of the 1st parade
* 14:00: beginning of the show and official opening of the EUROGYM
* 15:00: end of the opening ceremony
* 15:00: ending parade to the Parc de la Boverie
* From 17:00: activities planned at Parc de La Boverie
In case of rain, each participant will receive a poncho.

CLOSING CEREMONY
The closing ceremony will take place on 19th of July.
Here’s the schedule:
* 19:00: gathering of the groups
* 20:00: beginning of the closing ceremony
* 21:00-22:00: end of the closing ceremony and farewell party
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WORKSHOPS
Planned in tree-filled places, in sports halls, in pools, on water ... so many places to discover a
new discipline. There are no less than 4 workshops that will be planned for each participant.
During your definitive registration, we ask you to choose 6 of them. Here is the list:
 . Acrobatic gymnastics
1
Balance, tempo skills, pyramids : welcome to
the universe of acrobatic gymnastics. Learn
amazing body figures!
Level 1 - «This is not our domain but we would
like to try!»
Level 2 - For those who already know how to
do somersaults and handstands with a partner.
2. Aerial silk
And what if it was you, this acrobat who goes
up and down and executes figures using a fabric hung several meters above the ground?
Spectacular and bewitching, the aerial silk will
have no secrets for you.
3. African dance
More than a fun and inspiring workout, African dance communicates emotions, celebrates rites of passage, and helps strengthen
the bonds between workshop participants.
If you want a taste of the African spirit, this is
your chance.

6. Athletics
Who can jump the furthest and run the fastest?
You will learn the basics of athletics, one of the
most complex sports to master technically.
7. Badminton
Badminton is the fastest racket sport in the
world! It is played either by two players or two
opposing couples. You can also play in circles
with many players. How fast do your feet
move?
 . Basketball
8
Basketball is a fantastic team sport. You can
blow up the crowd with a spectacular jump,
play as a team, get free kicks, or score three
points. Play with your friends and get a good
workout at the same time!

4. Air Shot
Olympic shooting event, you have to shoot
over a distance of ten metres from a standing
position with a 4.5 calibre air rifle.
5. Archery
There might be a Robin Hood inside you? What
about shooting an arrow? Focus, coordination
and precision will be the keys.
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9. Bike ride and visit the Museum of Public
Transportation
Discover the most beautiful places of the Ardent City, its picturesque corners, the green
sites, all accompanied by a guide. This activity
will be coupled with a visit to the Museum of
Public Transportation, which retraces the life
of public transport in our good City of Liège.
10. Bodybuilding
Learn all the tips for the training of the principal muscles of the body: the tractions and the
rowing to muscle the back, the bench press to
muscle the pecs, the squats for the thighs, etc.
To vary your bodybuilding sessions, it is more
than a hundred exercises with their variants
that you will discover.
11. Bodygirly
Do you want to burn calories, refine your body
shape and build muscle in less than 30 minutes? Bodygirly is THE sport you need!
12. Boxing
Learn everything about the noble art in
the workshop and how to «Float like a
butterfly, sting like a bee».
13. Bubble football
No need to be a football fan to have fun! This
activity is for anyone in good physical condition and measuring more than 1.40 m (for reasons of comfort and safety). Once your bubble
is installed, try to score goals while hitting the
players of the opposing team, all organized in
7-minute games!

15. Cheerleading
The cheerleading is a discipline coming from
the United States, the main purpose being to
encourage players during football games, basketball games, etc. Cheerleading then grew rapidly and became a competitive sport. We will
start by giving students the best foundation!
16. Special choreography
The main objective of this workshop is to work
with your group, present your demonstration,
be inventive and you will receive appreciations - all to improve your performance. An
exceptional opportunity!
17. Circus arts
Master all the circus techniques, bring your
passion into this art and perform skills you
always dreamt of in this workshop.
18. Climbing
Reach summits with this workshop dedicated
to the art of climbing! Complete sport requiring both hands and arms as well as the legs
and trunk, climbing will also ask you composure. Guaranteed thrills!
19. Contemporary dance
Born in Europe and the United States after the
Second World War, contemporary dance gives
way to body movements, representation and
improvisation.

14. Canoe/Kayak
Paddle, paddle and see where it takes you! Go
up a river while having fun!
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20. Creative workshop/Singing
26. Men’s artistic gymnastics
Imagination is the key to success in this works- Want to be the next Lord of the Rings? Can you
hop !
master the pommel horse? If so, this workshop
is for you !
21. Fencing
Agility, quickness, balance. Here are the main 27. Mountain bike
skills you have to master the art of fencing !
Get off the beaten track with this workshop
that will make you discover the surroundings
22. Football
of Liège under a new perspective!
Football is the most popular team sport on
the planet. Learning to juggle a football is 28. Parkour
not so much a matter of skill as training. After Gymnastics on the streets? Why not ! Learn to
this workshop, you will know how to dribble, tame the urban environment thanks to agility,
tackle, scissors. And why not, score goals!
strength and speed.
23. Hip-hop
Hip hop gathers all the types of street dances
and will help you show your creativity through
new movements.

29. Rhythmic gymnastics
Rhythmic gymnastics requires a lot of skills:
strength, flexibility, coordination and balance.
Learn how to combine these skills while manipulating a hoop, a ball or a rope !

24. Kaerobic
Why not combine a dance and a martial art? 30. Rope skipping
Kaerobic might be exactly what you just nee- You probably used to rope skip at school. Forded!
get everything about it and try new tricks!
Movements, routines and jumps require good
25. Karate
coordination and agility.
Karate is a martial art that comes from Japan. Level 1 - «This is not our domain, but we would
Originally from the main island of the Ryukyu like to try! «
archipelago, which has long been an indepen- Level 2 - For those who are already masters of
dent kingdom of Japan, karate will become an rope skipping.
Olympic sport at the Tokyo Olympics in 2020.
31. Rowing
Based primarily on the discipline and values of
work, rowing is an intense sport that requires
high levels of endurance, teamwork and mental strength.
32. Rugby
Highly technical and strategic, rugby might
seem a bit rough at first sight, but you need to
master a lot of techniques.
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33. Show Dance
Everybody knows Broadway and its spectacular shows. It’s now your turn to learn basic routines from the world’s best known musicals !

40. Trampoline
If you love flying high, then trampoline is for
you! Learn how to jump, twist and turn !
Level 1 - «This is not our domain but we would
like to try! «
34. Skateboard
Level 2 - For those who already master somerPut on the helmet, knee and elbow pads and saults
let’s go! Learn how to really master a skateboard. Then test your new skills on different 41. Tumbling
ramps. Maybe you can learn to do an ollie?
Always impressive, tumbling workshops will
teach you how to flip as many times as you
35. Slackline
can on this bouncy floor.
The slackline or slack is a recent sporting prac- Level 1 - «This is not our domain but we would
tice similar to tightrope walking. However, it like to try! «
differs clearly in the use of a polyester elastic Level 2 - For those who already master somerstrap, as well as the absence of a rocker type saults
accessory and a lack of stabilization of the
strap.
42. Volleyball
A great team sport that will require you to
36. Step
rely on your teammates. Can you jump higher
Fiery choreography on lively music, cardio, fun than your opponents to win the match with a
and friendly, the step is the sport for you if you powerful smash?
want to get muscle while having fun!
43. Water games and gymnastics
37. Street Dance
Dive from different heights, use a track to
Street dance, by definition, is a type of dance tumble into the pool and try another form of
that evolved outside of a dance studio. Street gymnastics. Attention, to participate in this
dance includes breaking, new style, new scho- workshop, you must know how to swim.
ol, crumping, locking and popping.
44. Women’s artistic gymnastics
38. Table tennis
Do you want to learn how to fly between the
Almost everyone has played table tennis at bars? How to mount the beam? Express yourleast once in their life. Feints, smash, accelera- self through an elaborate choreography on
tions: learn to master all aspects of table ten- floor? Come and join us !
nis.
45. Zumba
39. Tennis
This dance workout inspired from latine
Tennis requires a lot of skill to master the little dances has everything : cardio, flexibility,
yellow ball. Quick moves, net, smash, bac- strength, balance, ...
khand, forehand. How many times will you be
able to pass the ball over the net?
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Each group will have the opportunity to participate in 4 workshops during the EUROGYM. In
order to allow easy distribution and to increase the possibility for everyone to get the workshops of their choice, we ask you to choose 6 workshops for your definitive registration by filling
in the number corresponding to the workshop chosen, according to the table below.

N°
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Workshop
Acrobatic gymnastics
Aerial silk
African danse
Airshot
Archery
Athletics
Badminton
Basketball
Bike ride and visit the Museum of Public
Transportation

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Bodybuilding
Bodygirly
Boxing
Bubble football
Canoe/kayak
Cheerleading
Special choreography
Circus arts
Climbing
Contemporary danse
Creative workshop/Singing
Fencing
Football

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
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Hip Hop
Kaerobic
Karate
Men’s artistic gymnastics
Mountain bike
Parkour
Rhythmic gymnastics
Rope skipping
Rowing
Rugby
Show dance
Skateboard
Slackline
Step
Street dance
Table tennis
Tennis
Trampoline
Tumbling
Volleyball
Water games and gymnastics
Women’s artistic gymnastics
Zumba

EXCURSIONS
Excursions will be organized during free time: visit of a coal mine with a descent into the mine
in a miners’ cabin, a walk among wild animals such as giraffes, lions, lamas, ... but also the visit
of the European Parliament in Brussels.
When? Monday 16th, Tuesday 17th, Wednesday 18th and Thursday 19th July.
The price of the excursions includes transportation to and from the excursion sites, entrance
fee, guide or audio guide.

EACH GROUP CAN ONLY CHOOSE ONE EXCURSION
1) Brussels (highly recommended)
This attractive excursion is highly recommended. The excursion will start with a personalized
and VIP welcome at the European Parliament ! There, you’ll benefit from a guided-tour in your
mothertongue of the venue where eveything is decided in Europe. On the esplanade you will
have the rare privilege to present your demonstration and show your talent to the staff working in the Parliament.
From there, we will go on a city tour: Royal Palace, Grand Place (the most beautiful in the world),
Manneken-Pis and the Atomium ...
Departures will be organized after breakfast from the Palais des Congrès. The estimated time
for return is 17:30.
Special price: 25 €/ person
For parents and accompanying persons the same visit can be organized (min 40 registrations),
Saturday 14th and Friday 20th July.
Special price: 40 €/ person
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2) Blegny-Mine
Visit one of four authentic coal mines in Europe whose underground galleries are still accessible to visitors via the original well. Wearing a jacket and helmet, go down the mine cage to
- 30 and - 60 meters underground to understand what was the work of the miner.
Guided tour in English, French and Dutch should be provided. In case of sufficient demand and
availability of guides the visit can be done in German, Italian, Spanish and Portuguese.
Departure time is 14:00, after lunch. The return is expected to be at 17:30.
Price: 40 € / person

3) Parc Forestia
This animal park contains no less than 300 animals in semi-freedom in 40 hectares of plains and
forests. This park also has several acrobranches circuits, for the pleasure of all.
Departure time is 14:00, after lunch. The return is expected to be at 17:30.
Price: 50 €/ person
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4) Caves of Remouchamps and Wild World of Aywaille.
On foot and by boat, stroll through the spectacular rooms and galleries of the caves of Remouchamps!
Then, take a ride on an African safari among giraffes, elephants, hippos, rhinoceros, zebras and
other wilde animals that wander freely in a natural setting.
Departure time is 14:00, after lunch. The return is expected to be at 17:30.
Price: 50 € / person

5) Cruise on the Meuse
Departure at 2 pm by boat «Le Pays de Liège», for a view of the quays and the discovery of the
curiosities of the two sides of the city, with the passage of a large lock. Arrival in Visé at 16h.
Return to Liège by bus with guided tour of the city and its curiosities in English.
The organization of this excursion is only possible if a minimum of 200 people sign up each day.
Departure time is 14:00, after lunch. The return is expected to be at 17:30.
Price: 25 € / person
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Below, find the summary table of each excursion, as well as the price of it and the days it is
organized.

EACH GROUP CAN ONLY CHOOSE ONE EXCURSION
During your final registration, please fill in the number of the excursion to which each group
wishes to participate by mentioning the number of this one according to the table below:

N° & code
1 - BXL
2 - BMINE
3 - FOREST
4 - REMOU
5 - MEUSE

Excursion
Brussels
Blegny-Mine
Parc Forestia
Caves of Remouchamps and Wild World of Aywaille.
Cruise on the Meuse
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CITY PERFORMANCES
Spread over three afternoons and one evening, the city performances allow groups to present
their demonstrations in front of an appreciative audience. Each group will have the opportunity
to present their demonstration twice.
We remind you that a performance lasts maximum 6 min. entry, exit, installation and removal of
the equipment included and that each group is made up of at least 6 gymnasts or dancers and
that the goal is to present a general movement and not a suite of individual performances.
Three workspaces have been defined :
* Stage 1 : Parc de la Boverie
- Dimensions: 20x18
- Performance area: 14x14
- Height: 8m
- Available equipment : roller mats, landing mats, mini-trampolines, air track, , spring
boxes, springboards, ...
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* Stage 2 : Espace Tivoli/Saint-Lambert
- Dimensions: 38x18 (28x12 covered)
- Performance area: 16x14
- Height: 8m
- Available equipment : roller mats, landing mats, mini-trampolines, air track, spring
boxes, springboards, ...

* Stage 3 : Esplanade Saint-Léonard - This stage will be in a tent.
- Dimensions: 20x20 (covered)
- Performance area: 14x14
- Height: 8m
- Available equipment : roller mats, landing mats, mini-trampolines, air track, spring
boxes, springboards, ...

If you think you need a (very) specific equipment, we invite you to report it as soon as possible
by sending an email to the address info@eurogym2018.com to allow the LOC to decide on your
request (best effort basis).
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MENU
Three meals a day will be provided to the different groups: breakfast, served in the schools,
lunch and dinner, served at the Palais des Congrès or on the scene of the various events.
In order for everything to run smoothly, the meal schedule has been established as follows:
* 7h-9h: breakfast
* 11h30-14h: lunch
* 18h30-20h30: dinner
Here is the menu that will be proposed to you:

Saturday meals will be served to delegations participating in the European Gym For Life Challenge and the EUROGYM, or upon reservation.
During your final registration, we ask you to inform us about any food allergies of your gymnasts. A vegetarian alternative is provided for each meal, as well as drinking water.
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PROGRAMME
Taking place over 5 days, the EUROGYM is always a busy event.
Below is a provisional schedule. The time of some activities is still to be determined and should
be known soon.
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VOLUNTEERING
The LOC is still looking for volunteers !
The volunteers are an important part of
each event, and their hardwork, dedication
and passion help us making the best event
possible !
An event as big and important as the Eurogym needs a little help to make sure it is an
unforgettable experience. You too, can join
the team and participate in the largest European gymnastics event !
The Local Organising Committee is looking
forward to welcoming volunteers from all
around the World, whether you are a gymnastics addict or not, to help us make the
heart of Liège beat to the rhythm of gymnastics prowess!

What tasks will you be assigned?
It can range from security, communication, catering, logistics, etc.
Each volunteer will be fed, housed and will benefit from the local transportation service as
needed. Each volunteer will also receive a volunteer kit including a t-shirt, event guide and
volunteer guide.
Interested? Just fill in the form on the event website by clicking here !
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UEG GALA
Taking place on Wednesday 18th July, the UEG Gala will be held at the Country Hall in Liège.
The schedule has been defined as follows:
* 13h: rehearsals
* 18h-19h30: first session
* 20h30-22h: second session
* 19h30-20h30: reception
The entrance fee for spectators (excluding delegations) has yet to be fixed. More information
will follow shortly.

NEXT DEADLINES
* 28th February: definitive registrations
* 30th March: request for sleeping equipment
* 13th April: payment of 90% of the balance and any additional costs
* 30th April: payment of sleeping equipment
* May 2018: bulletin n ° 3
* July 2018: welcome!
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ORGANIZING COMMITTEE
Christophe Dortu
President

Arlette Radu
Vice-president
Head of catering/accommodation/transports

Guy Caprace
Vice-president
Head of volunteers

Marc Werisse
Finance

Florence Lestienne
Head of communication

Roger Cloux
Head of transports

André Sumkay
Head of technical
committee

Xavier Lebas
Head of security

Julien Martini
Head of volunteers

Gérard Georges
Public relations
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Institutional

Arnaud Charlier
Province of Liège

Alain Jacques
Liège Sport

Joseph Poste
Liège Mayor’s Office
assistant

Technical department

Philippe Sumkay
Technical department

Jean-Luc Guerriat
Field of play

Didier Lefebure
UEG Gala

Security

Gaëtan Collignon
Head of security

Schools

Josiane Dupont
Schools

Robert Dupont
Schools
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Catering

Anne Adam
Head of catering

Manon Adam
Dietician

Ceremonies - Parades - City performances

Claire Audenaerde
Ceremonies

Marianne Cloux
Cérémonies

Isabelle Beelen
Ceremonies

Fanny Dethy
Ceremonies

Sandrine Gutkin
Parades

Séverine Gutkin
Parades

Annick Vanderstraeten
Ceremonies

Axel Skirolle
City performances

Forums - Workshops

Professor Marc Cloes
Forums

Brigitte Capelle
Workshops
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Dominique Hardy
Workshops

